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I. INTRODUCTION

There are few technology platforms that match the versatility of
drones. Farmers can utilize these devices to help steer water and pesti-
cides to crops with precision, which in turn reduces expenditures and
the environmental overexposure of chemicals.' Engineers, or even lo-
cal emergency responders, can remotely examine structural problems
of roads or bridges, map out pipelines and power lines, or even
quickly search for and locate victims of natural disasters.2 Unfortu-
nately, the freedom to employ such devices for many of these tasks
has not been granted, and individuals and businesses are waiting for
key regulations to be passed that will give them some direction in how
to utilize drone technology.

It was not so long ago that the word "drones" would invoke
images of a top-secret unmanned military aircraft carrying out black-
ops missions or some other controversial operations in the minds of
ordinary citizens. Only in the past few years have these unmanned
aircraft been able to break away from the stigma associated with their
use and adapt a friendlier, non-militaristic public perception. Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles, more popularly known as drones, have un-
doubtedly become a vital instrument on the battlefield of today's
wars.4 The explosion of drone technology is not only permanently
changing military tactics and the landscape of war but is also currently
influencing and shaping drone regulations regarding both commercial
and individual applications across many countries.' With advance-
ments in drone technology, countries are scrambling to gain posses-
sion of a drone platform, either for military or non-military
applications.' As the number of drones increase and companies like
Parrot successfully place non-military drones in the hands of everyday
consumers, the issue of how to regulate this growing technology is be-

1. AssOCIATED PREss, Everyday Drones Could Become Part of American Life, SYRA-

CUSE.COM (Mar. 30, 2013, 10:28 AM), http://www.syracuse.com/news/index.ssf/2013/03/ risk-and
reward-at thedawn of.html.

2. Id.

3. Marcelo Ballve, Drones Will Become a Reality In Our Daily Lives, Bus. INSIDER (Apr.
16, 2014, 2:35 PM), http://www.businessinsider.com/drones-will-become-a-reality-in-our-daily-
lives-2014-4.

4. See Peter Bergen & Jennifer Rowland, A Dangerous New World of Drones, CNN (Oct.
8, 2012, 5:13 AM), http://www.cnn.com/2012/10/01/opinion/bergen-world-of-drones/.

5. See id. (providing how countries are rapidly adapting to advancing drone technologies,
and recognizing issues that come from non-unified legal regulations on the international level).

6. Id.
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UNCERTAINTY AND INNOVATION

coming more prevalent.' Due to this rapid growth, it will not be long
before private actors will operate drones in equal, if not greater, num-
bers than current government operations.8

Today, under a fragmented regulatory framework in the United
States and Europe,' the major concern with authorizing the use of
drones in everyday life stems from a fear that a lack of oversight re-
garding the unregulated use of drones will lead to a devastating disas-
ter affecting the privacy and safety of the public."o The public fears
that governmental organizations will be ill-equipped to protect their
citizens from an invasion of privacy presented by the potentially high
volume of drones in the air." Therefore, drone technology requires a
more unified and consistent approach than the current legislation that
attempts to guide drone application, with an emphasis on safeguard-
ing citizen's individual privacy, within the United States and the Euro-
pean Community, in order to foster the integration of civilian drone
use for both commercial and individual purposes.

Part II of this article will help the reader develop an understand-
ing of drone technology by discussing the developments of said tech-
nology, beginning with its inception as an instrument for military
applications. This section will also examine how drone technology has
evolved as drones have slowly crept into the United States' National
Airspace in both a commercial and private capacity.

Part III of this article will first examine the FAA Modernization
Reform Act of 2012 and its heavy-handed push for the Federal Avia-
tion Administration to regulate drone technology. It will then ex-
amine the pitfalls of developing regulation around this technology and
the major concerns individual citizens have regarding drone technol-
ogy. Finally, it will look at the structure of current drone regulation
and whether or not there are any safeguards in place to protect citi-

7. See Mark Corcoran, Drone Wars: The Definition Dogfight, AusTL. BROAD. CORP. (Feb.
28, 2013, 5:32 PM), http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-03-01/drone-wars-the-definition-dogfight/
4546598.

8. wELLS C. BENNETI, BROOKINGS INST., CIVILIAN DRONES, PRIVACY, AND THE FED-

ERAL-STATE BALANCE 3 (2014), http://www.brookings.edul/-media/Research/Files/Reports/
2014/09/civilian-drones-privacy/civilian drones privacy bennettNEW.pdf?la=en.

9. See Patrick Benedict, Commercial Drones a Serious Safety Concern?, ABC15 ARIZONA

(June 6, 2013, 10:36 PM), http://www.abcl5.com/news/local-news/investigations/commercial-
drones-a-serious-safety-concern; Gabriel Voisin, Drones: Privacy Implications Across the EU,
BIRD & BIRD (July 15, 2013), http://www.twobirds.com/en/news/articles/2013/global/drones-pri
vacy-implications-across-the-eu.

10. Benedict, supra note 9.
11. Chris Schlag, The New Privacy Battle: How the Expanding Use of Drones Continues to

Erode Our Concept of Privacy and Privacy Rights, 13 PIrr. J. TECii. L. & Poi'Y 12 (2013).
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zens from the potential dangers stemming from the use of this tech-
nology. Although implications of general safety are a key component
in the Federal Aviation Administration's task in drone regulation,12

Part III will only explore issues of privacy that arise from this technol-
ogy's use.

Part IV will then examine the current fragmentation of drone
regulation in Europe and assess the reasons behind the more success-
ful integration of drone technology in European citizens' everyday
lives. It will then look at safeguards currently in place across the Euro-
pean community and the privacy implications that this technology
brings with it.

Finally, Part V will conclude by providing an overall impression
about the state of current drone regulation and the integration of this
technology in civilian life, and whether we will witness it for ourselves
in the near future.

II. FROM THE MILITARY TO CIVILIAN APPLICATION, WHAT

MODERN DRONES ARE TODAY

A. Drones in the Military

To appreciate the expansion of drone technology and how future
laws will need to address this innovative and advanced instrument, a
historical look at the evolution of drones is necessary. With much of
the technology society enjoys for personal use already having been
derived from military applications," the drone is no different. De-
cades before anyone associated the words "predator" and "reaper" to
the unmanned aircrafts of today's battlefield, and before the first
manned civilian airplane flight took place in 1903,14 the most primitive
versions of unmanned aircraft technology had been seen on the bat-
tlegrounds of at least two wars.15 The roles of these primitive drones
at this time were used for both combat and for surveillance missions.1 6

As World War I raged across Europe, the United States produced the
first unmanned aircraft systems, and the success of these test flights

12. FAA Head: Safety, Privacy Concerns Abound in Regulating Drones, NPR (May 5, 2014,
3:01 PM), http://www.npr.org/sections/alitechconsidered/2014/05/05/309746615/faa-head-safety-
privacy-concerns-abound-in-regulating-drones.

13. Les Shu, GPS, Drones, Microwaves and Other Everyday Technologies Born on the Bat-
tlefield, DiarAL TRENDS (May 26, 2014), http://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/modern-civil
ian-tech-made-possible-wartime-research-development/.

14. Lexi Krock, Spies That Fly - Time Line of UA Vs, Pun. BROAD. SERV., http://www.pbs.
org/wgbh/novalspiesflyluavs.html (last visited Sept. 20, 2015).

15. Id.
16. Id.
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UNCERTAINTY AND INNOVATION

solidified military interest in unmanned aircraft." Two decades later,
drone technology took a sharp turn toward greater improvements
made in the 1930s, in response to the devastating loss of life in close
combat missions during World War I.8 The drones created during this
era were initially simple "pilotless, radio controlled military target
towing aircraft."'9 However, it would not be long before drones tran-
scended their simplistic roles.

Today's military drones have drastically improved in sophistica-
tion, and with that, their deadliness,2 0 prompting the need for their
role and definition to be changed.2 1 Technological advancement of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs/drones) have allowed these de-
vices to take on specific roles, either in reconnaissance, surveillance,
or direct combat engagements during times of war.22 Currently, there
are estimated numbers of seventeen types of drone platforms being
utilized in the U.S. Military, each with different capabilities.2 3 These
drone platforms range from the notorious (MQ-1A/B Predator) to the
stealthy (A 160T Hummingbird). 4

But what gives drones their technological capabilities? The an-
swer to this question lies within a drone's Unmanned Aircraft System
(UAS).2 5 A drone's UAS comprises the drone's entire system, includ-
ing its aircraft, the digital network that it connects to, and the person-
nel on the ground, manning the drone.2 6 Coupled with advances in
navigation, communication, materials, and other technologies within
the past ten to fifteen years, the growing sophistication of these sys-
tems has had a substantial impact on their performance potential.7

B. Drones in Civilian Life

Today, drones are no longer solely military tools, and their use
has now expanded into the civilian world.' Drones can be found in a

17. Id.
18. Id.
19. Corcoran, supra note 7.
20. See JEREMIAH GiEwruR, CONG. RESEARCII SERV., R42136, U.S. UNMANNED AERIAL

SysTEMs 1 (2012).
21. Corcoran, supra note 7.
22. GERTLER, supra note 20, at 3.
23. Id. at 7-8.
24. Id. at 8.
25. RICHARD M. THOMPSON 1I, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R42701, DRONES IN DomEsTIC

SURVEILLANCE OPERATIONS: FOURTH1 AMENDMENT IMPLICATIONS AND LEGISLATIVE RE-

SPONSES 1 (2013).
26. Id.
27. GERTLER, supra note 20, at 6.
28. Voisin, supra note 9.
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number of civilian sectors such as journalism, scientific research, agri-
culture, and surveillance.29 Because of how they are designed, their
variations in size, and their almost limitless capabilities,3 0 drone tech-
nology has virtually presented this generation with a twenty-first cen-
tury new-age equivalent of the Swiss-Army Knife.

Because these aircrafts are intended to operate without a pilot,
either through a platform system or a remote computer system, the
functionality of these machines are endless. Even though drones were
primarily developed for military purposes, technological advance-
ments coupled with an availability of economically priced-parts have
allowed drones to make their way into civilian life."

The seemingly limitless potential for this technology has captured
the interest of several large companies; two of the most notable are
Amazon and Google.32 In December 2013, Amazon announced
"Prime Air," which is currently a developmental airborne delivery
system designed to deliver orders to customers who live within a ten
mile radius of an Amazon warehouse.3 3 Not wanting to be outdone by
the electronic commerce giant, on August 28, 2014, Google also un-
veiled its delivery drone project, "Project Wing," which is a part of
Google's advanced research arm, "Google X." 34 Google's main pur-
pose in the utilization of drone technology is to "open up entirely new
approaches to moving goods-including options that are cheaper,
faster, less wasteful and more environmentally sensitive than what's
possible today."3 5 But, the appeal may be less humanitarian and more
monetarily based. According to projected estimates, the potential
growth for the drone industry is staggering.36 The estimated total do-
mestic economic impact, released by the Association for Unmanned
Vehicle Systems International, projects the drone industry to reach
more than "$82.1 billion between 2015 and 2025 - creating more than
100,000 high-paying jobs," so long as regulation is completed by cur-

29. Id.
30. Jennifer Lynch, Are Drones Watching You?, ELECrRONIC FRONT-IER FOUND. (Jan. 10,

2012), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2012/01/drones-are-watching-you.
31. BENNE'F, supra note 8, at 3; Schlag, supra note 11, at 2.
32. Winging it: Google Announces Its Own Delivery Drones Project, THE ECONOMIST (Aug.

29, 2014), http://www.economist.com/news/business-and-finance/21614424-google-announces-its-
own-delivery-drones-project-winging-it.

33. Id.
34. Id.
35. Dominic Rushe, Google Reveals Horne Delivery Drone Program Project Wing, T-ir;

GUARDIAN (Aug. 29, 2014, 10:18 AM), http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/aug/29/
google-joins-amazon-in-testing-home-delivery-drones.

36. See Clay Dillow, What Is the Drone Industry Really Worth?, FORTUNE (Mar. 12, 2013,
6:09 PM), http://fortune.com/2013/03/12/what-is-the-drone-industry-really-worth/.
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rent deadlines.3
1 With the potential growth of this new industry, cou-

pled with the environmental impact on the reduction of waste and
other factors,3 it is clear why companies are not wasting any time
preparing for their chance to capitalize on this technology.

Not only has the appeal of drone technology sparked the interest
of business giants, but it has also found its way into the hands of eve-
ryday individuals who utilize the technology for recreational uses.
Companies like Parrot, a French developer of hands-free communica-
tion and infotainment systems, has extended its expertise to make civil
drone use possible. Parrot has not divulged any of its recent sales
figures for the sale of its civilian drones, but to provide a sense of the
popularity of drones amongst private users, it is estimated that over
500,000 of Parrot's AR model drones have already been sold world-
wide since 2010.40 The application for individual users revolves around
the simplistic enjoyment of flying, just like flying a model aircraft (e.g.
a radio-controlled helicopter or plane).4 ' Given how popular owning a
personalized drone is already becoming, it does not seem like the de-
mand for drones will be diminishing anytime soon.

III. THE UNITED STATES' CURRENT REGULATION

Currently, there are mixed sentiments about the federal govern-
ment's involvement in drone regulation and about what the govern-
ment should particularly be accountable for. For instance, some
advocate for the federal government to be predominantly accountable
for regulating drones, non-governmental actors, and privacy.42 In con-
trast, there are others who feel that states should play a much larger
role in governance. The latter is essentially a blended approach,
where a state will take over the responsibility for regulating drone use
within its respective airspace, leaving the federal government to play

37. Id.
38. See NAr'I OCEANIC & ArmOSPIIHERic ADMIN., UNMANNED AIRCRAFT Sysmums PRO-

GRAM (2015), http://uas.noaa.gov/library/info-sheets/NOAA UAS Program20150808.pdf; Jason
Jay, How Tech Can Stop the Looming Food Crisis, FoR-FUNE (May 1, 2015 5:00 AM), http://
fortune.com/2015/05/01/how-tech-can-stop-the-looming-food-crisis/.

39. About Parrot, PARROT, http://www.parrot.com/usalaboutparrot/corporate-overview/
(last visited Aug. 31, 2015).

40. Corcoran, supra note 7.
41. See Devin Coldewey, Drone Regulations Won't Stall Decades-Old Model Aircraft Clubs,

NBC NEWS (Feb. 21, 2015, 8:36 AM), http://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/drone-regula
tions-wont-stall-decades-old-model-aircraft-clubs-n307866.

42. BENNETP, supra note 8, at 2-3.
43. Id. at 2.
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the role of monitor and support for a state's regulation, if need be."
Whatever the approach may be, it appears that the most contentious
issue surrounding the introduction and integration of drones into the
U.S. National Airspace is the threat that this technology will be used
to spy on American citizens.4 5 The fear stems from the ease and capa-
bility of a drone's operator to equip the device with high-powered
cameras, infrared sensors, facial recognition technology, license plate
readers, and a whole myriad of other Hollywoodesque attachments.46

It should come to no surprise that there are tensions arising between
security and privacy interests, but as drone technology and surveil-
lance technology become more advanced over time, the already pal-
pable tensions will inevitably draw to a close, as many have already
suggested.4 7

A. The FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 and the
Federal Aviation Administration

In 2012, in an effort to accelerate the introduction of drones into
the U.S. airspace, and to curb the pressures to do so by the Unmanned
Aircraft industry, Congress passed the FAA Modernization and Re-
form Act of 2012 (FMRA).4 8 What Congress has done with the pas-
sage of FMRA is to place a significant amount of pressure on the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the governmental organiza-
tion that is charged with the regulation of civil aviation and safety in
the United States, to come up with an effective and satisfactory drone
regulation by the end of 2015.49 In the upcoming months, the FAA's
role is to devise a plan that successfully integrates drones into the Na-
tional Airspace by tackling the two sets of requirements set forth in
the FMRA.50

The first requirement of FMRA mandates that by August 14,
2014, the FAA must issue a final rule solely regarding the integration
of "small unmanned aircraft systems" into the United States' National
Airspace.5 ' Within this timeline, the FAA must also research and de-

44. Id.
45. ALISSA M. DOLAN & RICHARD M. THOMPSON II, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R42940,

INTEGRATION OF DRONES INro DomEsnc AIRSPACE: SELECrED LEGAL ISSUEs 12 (2013).
46. See Lynch, supra note 30.
47. THOMPSON, supra note 25, at 1.

48. FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, Pub. L. No. 112-95, § 332(a), 126 Stat. 11
(2012).

49. DOLAN & THoMPSON, supra note 45, at 23.

50. Id.
51. § 332(b)(1).
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velop a comprehensive plan to safely accelerate the integration of civil
unmanned aircraft systems into the National Airspace System5 2 and to
give notice of its findings." Secondly, the FAA must publish its final
rule by December 14, 2015.54 Unfortunately, the FAA has not been
able to meet the first two deadlines for several reasons, including un-
resolved privacy issues.5 5 A recent audit report by the Office of In-
spector General, which examined the concerns with the progress of
integrating drones into the national airspace, identifies key areas
where the FAA is experiencing the most difficulties in reigning in this
monumental task, causing significant delays for the FAA to meet its
deadlines.56 First, the report notes that there are significant technolog-
ical, regulatory, and management barriers that currently exist to safely
integrate drones into the National Airspace.5 7 Second, the FAA has
not been able to reach a consensus on standards of technology that
would enable drones to detect and avoid other aircraft and ensure
reliable data links between ground stations and the unmanned aircraft
that is controlled.58 Third, the FAA has not established a framework
for drone integration and is not effectively collecting and analyzing
drone safety data for risks." As a result of these delays, the "'integra-
tion of unmanned systems will likely slip from the mandated deadline
until 2017 or even later."'o

There are a myriad of issues hampering the FAA's completion of
the objectives that FMRA has assigned to it. While companies and
individual users wait for the FAA's answers to the complexities of de-
vising regulation that will resolve the issues plaguing this technology,
the questions now become, how is the use of drones currently gov-
erned, and can any existing regulations bring some semblance of ade-
quate protection?

52. § 332(a)(1).

53. § 332(a)(4).

54. § 332(b)(2).

55. Memorandum from Matthew E. Hampton, Assistant Inspector Gen. for Aviation
Adm'r, to FAA on FAA Faces Significant Barriers to Safely Integrate Unmanned Aircraft Sys-
tems Into Federal Aviation Administration (June 26, 2014) (on file with author).

56. Id. at 1-2.

57. Id. at 2.

58. Id.

59. Id.
60. Brian Fung, The FAA Won't Make Up Its Mind on Drone Rules Until 2017 - At The

Earliest, WAsI. Posr (Dec. 10, 2014), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-switch/wp/2014/
12/10/the-faa-wont-make-up-its-mind-on-drone-rules-until-2017-at-the-earliest/.
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B. The Federal Aviation Administration's Current Stance on
Drones as Commercial Instruments and for Individual
Use

As of today, the FAA has limited commercial drone use to a
handful of circumstances since "there are no means to obtain authori-
zation for commercial [drone] operations in the [National Air-
space]."6 1 These exceptions only apply to companies that have
acquired a Section 333 Exemption, which grants commercial use in
low-risk, controlled environments, or that have been granted a Special
Airworthiness Certificate (SAC) to be used for the sole purposes of
conducting: (1) research and development, (2) market surveys, and (3)
crew training.6 2 Unfortunately, beside these exceptions, there is cur-
rently no other way for businesses to get the FAA's permission to
begin utilizing drone technology for commercial applications.

On the other hand, the private use of drones is relatively un-
restricted under the FAA's current regulations. In accordance with
FMRA's guidelines, the FAA has provided individual users with spe-
cific rules regarding a drone's private use. First, the aircraft must be
used strictly for hobby or recreational use.' Second, the aircraft must
be operated in accordance with a "community-based" set of safety
guidelines.6 5 Third, the aircraft cannot exceed 55 pounds.6 6 Fourth, the
aircraft must be operated in a manner that does not interfere with and
gives way to manned aircraft.67 Fifth, if the aircraft is flown within five
miles of an airport, the operator of the device must notify air traffic
control.68 Lastly, the aircraft must be flown within a visual line of sight
of the person operating it. 69 After examining these particular rules,
what becomes clear is how sparse the current regulation and rules
governing individual use are. For one, the rule mandating that the air-
craft be operated in accordance with a "community-based" set of
guidelines is vague, at best. The FAA does not even specify what con-
stitutes "community-based" guidelines, which could ultimately leave

61. National Unmanned Aircraft Systems Project Office Frequently Asked Questions, U.S.
GEOLOGICAL SURVY, http://rmgsc.cr.usgs.gov/uas/faqs.shtml (last updated Mar. 13, 2015).

62. Civil Operations (Non-Governmental), FAA, http://www.faa.gov/uas/civil-operations/
(last updated Mar. 17, 2015, 10:42 AM).

63. See What Can I Do With My Model Aircraft?, FAA, http://www.faa.gov/uas/publications
/model-aircraft-operators/ (last modified Aug. 12, 2014, 10:29 AM).

64. Id.
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id.
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an individual drone user questioning whether he or she is operating
the drone lawfully.

To further add to the problem, the violations that the FAA dis-
covers are met with an inconsistent application of its rules."o For in-
stance, on October 17, 2011, the FAA fined Raphael Pirker $10,000
for operating a small drone in the proximity of the University of Vir-
ginia's campus, which had been recording videos and pictures, for
which Pirker was compensated by the university for promotional pur-
poses.7 ' However, on March 6, 2014, in an unpublished decision, the
FAA's authority appeared to be hampered when an administrative
judge for the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) found
that there "was no enforceable FAA rule . . . applicable to the model
aircraft or for classifying model aircraft as an UAS." 7 2 The NTSB's
finding ultimately made the FAA's ability to enforce its own penalties
impossible."

Rulings like these create uncertainty in the power of the FAA,
prompting some to argue that despite the significant need to ensure
that the public's safety and privacy are protected, the FAA does not
have the necessary authority to even address the privacy issue caused
by the integration of drones.74 The argument stems from what the
FAA is actually authorized to do under FMRA. As it is known, the
FAA is tasked with ensuring the safety and efficiency of air travel, but
FMRA does not expressly give authority to the FAA to regulate pri-
vacy.75 Another argument is that the FAA has not historically regu-
lated privacy as it pertains to "persons or things on the ground" nor
does it have the technical expertise to undertake such regulations.6

To combat these arguments, one must look at section
332(a)(2)(1)7 7 and section 332(a)(2)(A)(iii)7 1 of FMRA. These sec-
tions plainly state that "the plan under paragraph (1) shall contain,
[']at a minimum['] . . . establish[ed] standards and requirements for

70. See Marc Warren, UAS Integration: A Call to Action, 27 AIR & SPACE LAW., no. 2, 2014,
at 1, 23.

71. Huerta v. Pirker, No. CP-217, 2014 N.S.T.B. WL 338863, at *1 (N.T.S.B. Mar. 6, 2014).

72. Id. at *5.
73. See Hank Perrit & Eliot 0. Sprague, Seeking Law Abiding Drones: What to Tell Clients

that Want to Use Drones in Their Business, 2014 A.B.A. SEC. Bus. L. TODAY. 1, http://www.
movoaviation.com/images/business-law-today-drones-201410.authcheckdam.pdf.

74. DOLAN & THOMPSON, supra note 45, at 23-24.

75. Id. at 2, 19.
76. Id. at 24.
77. FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, supra note 48, at § 332(a)(2)(1).

78. § 332(a)(2)(A)(iii).
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the operator and pilot of a civil unmanned aircraft system . . ."" The
interpretation of this particular section may seem to indicate that
Congress, through FMRA, has broadly bestowed the FAA with the
power to establish what the FAA deems necessary to carry out
FMRA's main objective, which is to "develop a comprehensive plan
to safely accelerate the integration of civil unmanned systems into the
national airspace."s0 This intent is indicated by the language, "at a
minimum."" Arguably, this language implies that the FAA can also
expand the list of provisions in section 332 to establish standards and
requirements regarding the protection of privacy. But whatever the
case may be, it is another hurdle that the FAA must overcome.

C. The Privacy Concerns

With uncertainty revolving around the FAA's power to deter
drone users from operating drones in an unauthorized fashion, what
legal safeguards are in place to protect the everyday citizen? It has
been noted that "states have a loose [and] largely [unproven] frame-
work in place for regulating nongovernmental, aerial surveillance."8 2

When actually applying state legislative framework, things become
muddled "because the Fourth Amendment's prohibition against un-
reasonable searches and seizures applies only to the actions of govern-
ment officials, surveillance by private actors, like the paparazzi, a
commercial enterprise, or one's neighbor is instead regulated by state
and federal statutes and judicial decisions."" Since January 2013,
more than 30 states have introduced drone-related legislation in re-
sponse to the growing concerns about citizens' safety.84 Certainly, the
use of drone technology by the federal government, for purposes like
domestic surveillance, triggers the implication of Fourth Amendment

85 ctzn r o
rights and other laws applicable to privacy. However, citizens are not
just concerned with government intrusion, but also the potential of
intrusion by private sector users.8 In the latter case, what assurances
do citizens have about private actors who might use drones in a man-

79. § 332(a)(2)(1)-(A)(iii).
80. § 332(a)(1).
81. § 332(a)(2)(1).
82. BENNETr, supra note 8, at 12.

83. DOLAN & THOMPSON, supra note 45.
84. Joan Lowy, Civilian Drones Come With Both Risk and Reward, HUFFINGTON Posr

(Mar. 20, 2013, 8:51 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/30/civilian-drones n_
2984127.html.

85. DOLAN & THOMPSON, supra note 45, at 12.
86. Id.
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ner that could very easily infringe upon a citizen's fundamental pri-
vacy rights?

The best way to describe the current legal landscape regarding
drone use is that "[it] is a crazy quilt of regulations, policy pronounce-
ments and state laws, with many significant pieces missing."" The
problem stems from the fact that explicit privacy jurisprudence has
not always been available." For protection, people had to turn to the
legal theories of property law and trespass, which served as a "proxy"
for the protection of individual privacy.89 However, these legal theo-
ries have been regarded by some to be no longer viable and have been
inadequately keeping up with a rapidly changing society and an even
faster evolution of technology.'o Today, explicit privacy laws exist in
the realm of tort law. Under tort law, the right to privacy entails four
distinct rights but the most applicable is the concept of intrusion upon
seclusion.91 Thus, how does the tort concept of "intrusion upon seclu-
sion" aid in the defense against unwanted drone surveillance by pri-
vate parties? First, there are two elements that need to be satisfied.92

The first element is that a person must intentionally and physically
intrude upon the solitude or seclusion of another, or of his private
affairs.93 Second, the intrusion must be highly offensive to a reasona-
ble person.94 To illustrate the applicability to drone operations, this
tort claim would apply when a person is in a private environment, like
her home, and her actions within that private environment are filmed
or photographed by a drone. But unfortunately, an intrusion of one's
privacy by a drone will not always perfectly match a scenario like the
one presented above, prompting the question, are we adequately pro-
tected against the dangers of this technology?

D. The Effects of an Uncertain Drone Regulation on Civil
Operations

As the FAA attempts to work out the kinks in drone regulation,
companies like Amazon and Google have grown impatient, forcing

87. Michael Berry & Nabiha Syed, The FAA's Slow Move to Regulate Domestic Drones,
WASH. POST (Sept. 24, 2014), http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2014/
09/24/the-faas-slow-move-to-regulate-domestic-drones/).

88. Id.
89. DOLAN & THOMPSON, supra note 45, at 12.
90. Id.
91. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS §§ 652B - 652E (1977).
92. Id. § 652B.
93. Id.
94. Id.
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them to examine other avenues and venture into other countries to
find more favorable legislative conditions in which to test this technol-
ogy.9 5 For instance, Google has taken advantage of Australia's lax reg-
ulations on the use of drones and has begun using its drone prototypes
to deliver supplies to remote farms in Australia's Outback.9 6 Delayed
regulations of civilian drone use in the United States means that "the
current regulatory void has left American entrepreneurs and others
either sitting on the sidelines or operating in the absence of appropri-
ate safety guidelines."" For this reason, companies are either going
abroad or are choosing to take matters into their own hands by begin-
ning to operate commercial drones without express legal authoriza-
tion. As the pressure mounts on the FAA to come up with viable
standards that will hopefully produce successful regulation, the reality
of the matter still remains a mystery as to what will happen in coming
months.

Currently, what is certain is that the FAA controls domestic li-
censing of drone operations and is ultimately responsible for deter-
mining where domestic drones can be used.98 For the time being, the
FAA only has regulations in place that define minimum safe operating
altitudes for different kinds of "fixed-wing aircraft,"9 9 and it has yet to
provide definitive regulation to govern the application of civilian
drone use.'" Now, the legal community is simply trying to determine
what pre-existing legal standards should be applied to this technology,
as we await for the FAA's proposed "Drone Regulation." Despite the
FAA's capability of actually overseeing drone technology from techni-
cal perspectives, the FAA is unfortunately ill-equipped to prevent in-
evitable invasion of privacy issues that are knocking at its door, due to

95. Troy A. Rule, FAA Should Curb Its Regulatory Authority Over Commercial Drone Use,
L.A. TIMis (Nov. 19, 2014, 6:09 PM), http://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-rule-drone-
regulation-faa-20141120-story.html.

96. Winging it, supra note 32.
97. Daniel Rothberg, FAA Under Pressure as Clamor for Small Commercial Drones Grow,

L.A. TiMis (May 1, 2014, 3:00 AM), http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-drones-faa-20140501-
story. html#page=1.

98. Joseph J. Vacek, Big Brother Will Soon Be Watching-or Will He? Constitutional, Regula-
tory, and Operational Issues Surrounding the Use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in Law Enforce-
ment, 85 N.D. L. REV. 673, 674 (2009).

99. "Generally, outside of takeoff and landing, fixed-wing aircraft must be operated at an
altitude that allows the aircraft to conduct an emergency landing without undue hazard to per-
sons or property on the surface. In congested areas, the aircraft must operate at least 1,000 feet
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the high risk of domestic drone use.1 o' Unfortunately, in the U.S., the
only guidance available to law makers for protecting the privacy of its
citizens is the Fourth Amendment, the FAA Modernization and Re-
form Act of 2012, and vague references to common law privacy princi-
ples regulating the private sector. Even though the U.S. may appear to
be unprepared at the moment to regulate this technology within its
current legislative framework, drone technology is able to legally
thrive in other countries.10 2 In fact, our European neighbors are much
more successful at tackling the regulatory issues presented by drone
technology.

IV. INFLUENCE DRIVING CURRENT EUROPEAN STRATEGIES TO

INCORPORATE DRONE TECHNOLOGY IN A CIVILIAN

CAPACITY

Much like the United States, Europe intends to capitalize on the
limitless potential for growth as the emergence of new technology
propels the drone industry to new heights.'0 According to the Euro-
pean Commission, due to the maturation of civil drone technology,
the drone industry is forecasted to create an estimated 150,000 Euro-
pean jobs, while also growing the industry's net worth from $5.2 bil-
lion euros to 11.6 billion euros by 2023.104 With the seemingly limitless
potential for this industry's growth in Europe, pressures from Eu-
rope's drone industry is also making waves, pushing for the creation of
clear legislation that will allow for the rapid integration of drones into
Europe's National Airspace.1 0 5

Following the U.S. Congress's push for the FAA to aggressively
begin its accelerated plan towards streamlining drone regulation, the
European community also called for the progression and integration
of its own drone technology, commonly referred to as Remotely
Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) during the European Summit on De-
cember 19, 2013.'0 In response to this call to action, the European
Commission, the executive body of the European Union responsible

101. Schlag, supra note 11, at 2.
102. Id.
103. European Comm'n Press Release IP/14/, The Comm'n, European Comm'n Calls for

Tough Standards to Regulate Civil Drones (Apr. 8, 2014) [hereinafter Press Release].
104. Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council, A

New Era for Aviation: Opening the Aviation Market to the Civil Use of Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Systems in a Safe and Sustainable Manner, at 3-4, COM (2014) 207 final (Aug. 4, 2014) [hereinaf-
ter Communication].

105. Id. at 9.
106. Id. at 2.
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for legislation and the implementation of decisions,"' began devising
ways to integrate the civilian use of drones while also responding to
the European manufacturing and services industry's hope to remove
"barriers to the introduction of [drones] in the European Single mar-
ket." 08 Within the European Commission's "Communication on Civil
Drones," the Commission conveyed its views, in April 2014, about
"how to address RPAS operations in a European level policy frame-
work which will enable the progressive development of the commer-
cial [drone] market while safeguarding the public interest."'0 9 Similar
to the FMRA, the Commission's Communication has issued a time-
line and requirements to focus on constructing legislative standards
that will uniformly apply to the European community.

First, the regulatory preconditions regarding the integration of
drones in the European Airspace must be established by 2016.10 Sec-
ond, the development of these proposed uniform standards must ad-
dress strict European Union wide rules on safety authorization."'
This means that the EU must provide an equivalent level of safety
regarding the civilian use of drones as is afforded to manned air-
craft.1 12 Further, the new standards must also contain rigid controls on
privacy and data protection."3 This is perhaps one of the biggest con-
cerns in developing an effective regulatory scheme for drone technol-
ogy. What the Commission hopes to accomplish with the standard is
to have drone operations comply with applicable data protection
rules, and ensure that data protection authorities monitor the collec-
tion and processing of such data.1' There must also be controls to
ensure security of the airspace."' Since drones can be operated in a
potentially unlawful manner around "manned" aircraft, the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) must develop the necessary security
requirements to mitigate risk so they can be enforced by national au-
thorities."' Additionally, there must be a clear framework for liability
and insurance, as current standards are established mostly for manned

107. EUROPEAN UNION, THE EUROPEAN UNION EXPLAINED: How rHE EUROPEAN UNION

WORKs 5 (2013).
108. Communication, supra note 104, at 2.
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111. Press Release, supra note 103.
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114. Id.
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aircraft."' Lastly, the new standards of regulation must also focus on
streamlining research and development and supporting new industries
incorporating drone technology.' With the European Commission
laying out the strategy for its own drone regulations, the European
community is awaiting more concrete regulation that will help guide
the operation of drones in Europe's National Airspace. Unlike the
United States, Europe's integration of drone technology appears to be
progressing quite smoothly, especially when tackling the universal
problem of privacy protection.119

A. How Europe's Current Legal Frame Work is Facilitating Drone
Regulation Regarding Privacy Protection

In its November 2014 report, the European Commission released
its final study, conducted by Trilateral Research & Consulting and
Vrije Universiteit Brussel, which analyzed concerns about privacy
protection associated with the use of drones in the European National
Airspace and provided a thorough explanation of why current legisla-
tion is adequate for drone regulation.12 0 The report comprehensively
examined the legislative framework currently in place for the protec-
tion of European citizens from unlawful data collection and privacy
intrusions.121 This report begs the question: how are European citizens
protected?

First, Article 7122 and Article 8123 of the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union have been determined to provide ade-
quate safeguards against drone applications in relation to privacy is-
sues related to the use of aerial technologies for photography and
surveillance.124 Article 7 of the Charter specifically addresses the re-
spect for private and family life.1 25 This Article states that "everyone
has the right to respect for his or her private family life, home and

117. Communication, supra note 104, at 8.
118. Id. at 6.
119. Loek Essers, European Drone Companies Should Address Privacy Issues, Lawyer Says,

PC WORLo (Apr. 12, 2012, 4:40 AM), http://www.pcworld.com/article/253640/european-drone_
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122. Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union art. 7, Oct. 26, 2012, 2012 O.J.
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124. Charter, supra note 122, at 391.
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communications."12 6 Article 8 of the Charter relates to the protection
of personal data, stating, "(1) Everyone has the right to the protection
of personal data concerning him or her. (2) Such data must be
processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the consent
of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by
law."1 2 7 At first glance, the Charter does not appear to be any more
comprehensive in its protection of a person's privacy than the com-
mon law tort of intrusion upon seclusion. But the key to Europe's
regulatory success is owed to a combination of factors, such as the
legal framework that is already found in many European Union states,
such as the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, Den-
mark, and Belgium, since these nations allow drone missions.12 8

These member states are important for the U.S. to examine be-
cause of how uniformly they have all adopted and legislated for the
adherence to the EU Data Protection Directive and e-Privacy Direc-
tive.1 2 9 First, these countries adopted two types of relevant legislation,
which appears to be helpful. The first set of legislation "encompasses
the right to privacy, the data protection law and the privacy law gov-
erning the telecommunication and network service sector."13 0 The sec-
ond set of legislation that these countries adopted are laws "related to
surveillance, including [Closed Circuit Television] systems regulations
and surveillance regulations in the law enforcement sector.""'3  Be-
cause the general applications of these laws are considered to be
"data-neutral," there is a reduced risk of their general application to
drones becoming outdated, which also prevents the "fundamental
rights" of the European public from being negatively impacted by the
vastly expanding technology of drones.1 3 2

Presently, European residents are better protected under the
"law from privacy intrusions by unmanned aircraft than people on
U.S. soil."' 3 3 The reason behind this is a "baseline privacy law that the
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127. Id. art. 8; see also Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and

of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the Protection of Individuals with Regard to the Processing
of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data, 1995 O.J. (L 281) 31 (EC) (a key
component in EU's privacy laws, which regulates what happens when personal data is collected,
processed, or stored and provides for protection of individuals with regard to the processing of
personal data and on the free movement of such data).
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U.S. lacks,"'3 4 coupled with the autonomy that European countries
may exercise regarding the protection of their citizens' privacy
rights.' Unlike the United States, which has not yet authorized the
commercial use of drones beyond those that fit the exemptions
above,13 6 it appears that the European community has been more re-
ceptive (perhaps due to a stronger framework of privacy laws) to the
integration of drones in civilian life."' Even though the current state
of Europe's drone regulation has not been perfected, Europe's cur-
rent legal framework governing drones is still years ahead of the
United States' regulations. Because of this pre-existing framework,
regulation to help foster a better atmosphere for commercial and indi-
vidual consumer use of drone technology is arguably made easier in
Europe.

V. CONcLusioN

Ultimately, the United States could learn from Europe's exam-
ples of implementing data neutral legislation to prevent regulation
from becoming obsolete in the face of rapidly developing drone tech-
nology. As discussed above, the United States has ineffectively col-
lected and analyzed drone safety for data risks, which is something
that the European Commission specifically mandated. This has caused
major delays in providing the current drone industry and individual
users with any semblance of viable guidelines. Even though the FAA
is feeling the pressure to churn out new regulations, it may be wiser
for the FAA to take as much time as it needs in order to get drone
regulation "right," even if it is at the cost of the U.S. drone industry's
economic and technological development.

With the introduction of drones into American airspace, a num-
ber of legal and policy question will be raised, with the focal point
surrounding the level of privacy citizens should expect in an age when
technology facilitates the acquisition of personal information.13 8 In the
end, drones will be changing the way we view the world, as "[h]igh-
rise buildings, security fences or even the walls of a building are [no
longer] barriers to increasingly common drone technology."'3 9 While
companies and individual consumers continue to explore, refine, and
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exploit the benefits of drone technology for everyday use, the need for
regulation that successfully protects the privacy of the public is in-
creasingly necessary. If this can be accomplished, then surely, a future
where drones are an integral part of societal function, may not be as
distant as some may think. But in the meantime, as one commentator
remarked, "in the absence of regulation, it's the Wild West,"'4 0 and
anything can happen.
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